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Highlight 
An important, yet overlooked aspect of public land 

management involves the economic significance to rural 
areas of grazing and lumber production on federal lands. 
To illustrate the relative importance of these two uses, a 
mathematical technique was used to quantify the economic 
interdependence of all business activity in an eastern 
Oregon county. In addition to a description of the existing 
situation, changes in magnitude of grazing and logging 
use in the county were simulated to illustrate likely impact 
on the local economy. 

Through the years, the Journal has carried many 
articles concerned with economic problems. The 
grazing fee issue and the economics of range im- 
provements seem to prevail as standard fare. One 
area receiving little attention is the relationship of 
ranching and logging interests, both dependent 
upon public lands, to other economic activities in 
a rural area. As the demand for competing uses 
of the public domain and national forests increases, 
the identification of this economic interdependence 
takes on added significance. 

In a recent study sponsored by the Forest Service 
.and the Bureau of Land Management, the U.S. 

1 The author is indebted to H. H. Stoevener and Dillard 
H. Gates for critical review of the original manuscript, and 
to H. H. Stoevener and G. E. Blanch for guidance in the 
research from which this article is drawn. Oregon Agricul- 
tural Experiment Station Technical Paper No. 2440. 
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Department of Agriculture’s Economic Research 
Service investigated the effects on gross ranch 
income from a grazing fee increase and a 20% 
reduction in federal grazing. That the respective 
agencies are concerned about these changes on 
ranch incomes is heartening. But administrators 
would be the first to admit they know little of the 
indirect impact upon those who buy from, and sell 
to, the ranching community. By overlooking these 
secondary effects, a much too incomplete picture 
is presented. 

To help bridge this void, a study was undertaken 
by the Department of Agricultural Economics at 
Oregon State University in 1965. Its purposes were 
threefold: 1) to depict the extent of grazing of 
domestic livestock on public lands in Oregon; 
2) to ascertain the extent of economic activity at- 
tributable to the use of public lands as a source of 
feed for cattle operations in Grant County, Oregon; 
‘and 3) based upon the findings of objective 2, to 
project the impact of adjustments in federal grazing 
on total sales of businesses in the County and the 
resultant changes in household income of the area’s 
residents (Bromley, 1967). In addition, the ex- 
pected economic impact from an increase in re- 
ceipts of the County’s lumber industry was detailed 
(Bromley, Blanch, and Stoevener, 1968). 

The account will emphasize the importance of 
grazing and logging on public lands to a rural 
economy. However, the significance also lies in 
acquainting decision-makers with a technique for 
detailing the interrelationships between commer- 
cial uses of federal lands and economic activity in 
a local area. 

Grant County, in central eastern Oregon, lies in 
a transition zone between the deserts of southeast- 
ern Oregon and the mountainous northeastern por- 
tion of the state. Federal lands comprise about 
60y0 of the land area of the County. The agricul- 
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Table 1. Dollar flows from sectors across top to those listed along left margin, Grant County, Oregon, 1964. 

Dependent Other 
ranches Lumber 

Item No. 
Agric. 

(1) (2) 
Mining 

(3) (4) 

Dependent ranches 

Other agriculture 

Lumber 

Mining 

Lodging 

Cafes & taverns 

Agricultural services 

Automotive 

Communications % transportation 

Professional 

Financial 

Construction 

Product oriented 

Service oriented 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

Dollars 

42,713 76,373 
(-01) (-07) 

41,529 17,278 
(-01) (*02) 

(.OOY (.OOjl 

(.OOY (.OOY 
1,680 1,200 

(Trace) (Trace) 

(.OO;) (.OOY 
197,982 37,926 

(-05) (*04) 
991,910 201,120 

(-27) (*19) 
1,735 517 

(Trace) (Trace) 
73,321 41,243 

(-02) (-04) 
113,816 30,256 

(-03) (-03) 
33,829 5,839 

(-01) (-01) 
181,571 63,926 

(*05) (-06) 
112,453 49,617 

(-03) (-05) 

42,570 
(Trace) 

1,722 
(Trace) 

1,154,776 
(*OS) 

(.OOY 
4,488 

(Trace) 

(.OOj) 
45,000 

(Trace) 
1,088,086 

(-08) 
43,750 

(Trace) 
11,670 

(Trace) 
72,036 

(-01) 
3,440 

(Trace) 
749,265 

(-05) 
87,52 1 

(-01) 

(.OOj) 
(.OOf) 
(.OOjl 
c.00; 
c.00; 
(.OOY 

30,000 
(-08) 

10,089 
(-03) 

692 
(Trace) 

(.OOj) 

(.OOY 
1,720 

(Trace) 
5,876 
(-02) 

(.OOY 

Totals 1,792,539 525,295 3,304,324 48,377 
(-48) (*51) (-23) (-13) 

ture is primarily livestock oriented with 86% of 
the total agricultural sales during 1964 coming 
from cattle and calves. Crops consist primarily of 
hay, wheat, barley, and oats. The majority of the 
forested regions of the County are covered by 
ponderosa pine with lesser amounts of larch, Doug- 
las fir, lodgepole pine, and spruce. Range vegeta- 
tion is characterized by sagebrush-grass commu- 
nities. The mountainous regions provide summer 
range while the foothills are used during spring 
and fall. 

Methods 
The technique used to trace the flow of money through 

an economy is input-output analysis. The economic model 
is a system of simultaneous equations, one equation for 
each sector in the economy under study. Each equation 
will have as many variables as there are sectors in the 
economy. Thus, the complete model is a square matrix, 
with as many unknowns as equations. 

In Grant County, 14 economic sectors were defined and 
thus, the model used was a 14 x 14 system of simultaneous 

equations. Twelve of the 14 sectors were for commercial 
businesses, and two for agricultural firms. Each of the 
commercial business sectors consisted of firms selling some- 
what similar products or services. The 12 commercial 
sectors were: Lumber, Mining, Automotive, Lodging, Cafes 
and Taverns, Agricultural Services, Communications and 
Transportation, Professional, Financial, Construction, Prod- 
uct Oriented, and Service Oriented. There were 288 
firms in the above categories in 1964. 

The two remaining sectors were for agricultural firms. 
The Dependent Ranches sector was comprised of all 
cattle ranches in the County possessing a permit or license 
to graze cattle on the federal range. The Other Agriculture 
sector consisted of all other agricultural producers in the 
County. Of the 225 full-time agricultural enterprises in 
the County, 143 had federal grazing privileges and 82 did 
not. 

Interviews were conducted with randomly selected firms 
in each of the 14 sectors. By accounting for income 
sources and expenditure destinations, it was possible to 
construct the 14 x 14 matrix, part of which is presented in 
Table 1. 
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Table 2. Sectors of the Grant County economy showing gross receipts, value of exports, and household incomes paid, 
1964. 

Exports as Household 
a percent coefficient 

Total of gross Payments to Column 4 + 
receipts Exports receipts households Column 1 

Item No. (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

$ $ % 3 
Dependent ranches (1) 3,721,243 3,084,097 83 363,792 .lO 
Other agriculture (2) 1,066,298 836,869 78 190,650 .18 
Lumber (3) 13,886,670 12,567,OOO 90 4,180,952 .30 
Mining (4) 358,000 358,000 100 70,907 .20 
Lodging (5) 415,600 306,050 74 72,700 .17 
Cafes & taverns (6) 763,500 305,900 40 233,161 .31 
Agricultural services ii; 384,000 0 0 36,000 .09 
Automotive 8,027,277 902,578 11 800,805 .lO 
Communications & transportation (9) 1,088,453 513,889 47 457,309 .42 
Professional (10) 1,110,118 62,596 6 544,832 .49 
Financial (11) 922,83 1 0 0 134,040 .15 
Construction (12) 780,135 25,783 3 130,227 .17 
Product oriented (13) 11,812,485 1,787,672 15 1,097,45 1 .09 
Service oriented (14) 1,002,819 50,86 1 5 403,399 .40 

Totals 45,339,429 20,801,295 8,716,225 

In terindus try Analysis 

The dollar figures in Table 1 indicate the flow of money, 
in exchange for goods and services, from firms in those 
sectors listed across the top to firms in those sectors listed 
along the left margin. The table is read in the following 
manner: the dollar figures going down, say, column 1, 
reveal that ranches in the Dependent Ranches sector spent; 
$42,713 for the purchase of supplies from ranches within 
the same sector; $41,529 for these types of purchases form 
ranches in the Other Agriculture sector; $1,680 in the 
Lodging sector; $197,982 for supplies from the Agricultural 
Services sector; and similarly down column 1. Likewise, 
those firms classified as Other Agriculture spent $76,373 
within the Dependent Ranches sector for supplies; $17,278 
was paid to firms within the same sector and so on down 
column 2. Thus, the column entries show the purchasing 
pattern of firms in the four sectors listed across the top 
and how they spent money for the purchase of supplies 
from firms in sectors listed down the left side. 

While the dollar figures are interesting, a more meaning- 
ful picture is revealed by the coefficient immediately 
under each dollar entry. This is the “trade coefficient” 
and each entry shows the proportion of every dollar of 
gross receipts of the sectors listed across the top which 
went for the purchase of supplies from those sectors listed 
at the left. For example, for every dollar of gross receipts 
of the Dependent Ranches sector, its firms spent $0.01 for 
supplies from ranches in the same sector; $0.01 was spent 
in the Other Agriculture sector; $0.05 was spent in the 
Agricultural Services sector; $0.27 in the Automotive sector 
and so on down column 1. 

The total amount of money spent within the County 
by firms in each of the four sectors listed across the top 
is found at the bottom of the respective columns. The 
coefficient below this figure is the sum of the coefficients 
in that column and reflects what proportion of the sector’s 

gross receipts (how much out of every dollar) was spent 
in the County for the purchase of supplies to be used in 
the further production of goods and services. 

Table 1 shows that the Lumber industry was 
responsible for more than $3 million in purchases 
from the County’s businesses, although the propor- 
tion of its gross receipts spent locally (0.23) was 
less than half of the proportion spent by either 
agricultural sector. 

Table 2 presents some additional characteristics 
of Grant County commercial and agricultural busi- 
nesses. Exports are the value of goods leaving the 
economy (Grant County), generating a flow of in- 
come into the area. Column 3 indicates the propor- 
tion of each sector’s income which consisted of 
receipts from outside Grant County. The “House- 
hold Coefficient” is merely the total wages and 
salaries, as well as dividends and interest, paid by 
the sector divided by that sector’s gross receipts. 
This indicates the approximate quantity of labor 
and management services required per one dollar 
worth of receipts in that sector. 

With the information in Tables 1 and 2 it is 
possible to discuss the trade relationships which 
exist in Grant County and to draw some inferences 
about the relative importance of those economic 
activities which depend upon federal lands. 

In 1964, the Dependent Ranches and Lumber 
sectors accounted for almost 40yo of the total busi- 
ness receipts in the County ($17.6 million out of 
$45.3 million). The Dependent Ranches sector 
generated over $3 million worth of new money in 
the County (value of exports) while the Lumber 
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Table 3. Business and household income multipliers for 
Grant County, 1964. 

Item 

Dependent ranches 
Other agriculture 
Lumber 
Mining 
Lodging 
Cafes & taverns 
Agricultural services 
Automotive 
Communications & 

No. 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
!8> 

Business Household 
income income 

multipliers multipliers 
(1) (2) 

1.56 1.80 
1.60 1.53 
1.28 1.17 
1.15 1.08 
1.52 1.48 
1.60 1.26 
1.06 1.09 
1.19 1.25 

transportation (9) 1.20 1.07 
Professional (10) 1.04 1.02 
Financial (11) 1.01 1.02 
Construction (12) 1.29 1.22 
Product oriented (13) 1.08 1.14 
Service oriented (14) 1.12 1.05 

sector brought in $12 million. These two activities 
accounted for over 75yo of the new money brought 
into Grant County in 1964. 

The $5 million spent by the Dependent Ranches 
and Lumber sectors (sum of columns 1 & 3, Table 
1) accounted for 57yo of the total spent by all 
businesses in the County for purchases of necessary 
goods and services. The Lumber sector alone ac- 
counted for 40yo of the total wage and salary pay- 
ments made in the County in 1964 (column 4, 
Table 2). 

Changes in Land Use 

Two types of multipliers for Grant County are 
presented in Table 3: a business income multiplier 
and a household income multiplier. The business 
income multiplier reveals how much total business 
receipts in the County would change for a $1.00 
change in receipts of the sector at the left. For 
example, a $1 .OO increase in gross receipts of the 
Automotive sector would cause total receipts in 
the County (businesses in addition to those in the 
Automotive sector) to increase $0.19. 

The household income multiplier indicates how 
much all household incomes in the County would 
change for a $1 .OO change in the household in- 
comes of the sectors listed at the left. For example, 
when household incomes in the Construction 
sector increase by $1 .OO, household incomes in the 
rest of the economy will increase by $0.22. Those 
sectors with the larger multipliers will have a greater 
secondary effect upon the health of the economy 
per dollar change in their total receipts than will 
the sectors with the smaller multipliers. 

To illustrate the use of these multipliers, a 
change in gross receipts of two sectors dependent 
upon federal lands will be simulated. In addition 

to estimating the total impact, the distribution of 
this effect by sectors within the Grant County 
economy will be illustrated. 

Reduction in Federal Grazing 

A TO70 reduction in federal grazing has been 
estimated to cause an 11 y0 decrease in gross ranch 
income (Caton, 1965).2 To simulate this reduction 
in Grant County, ranches were categorized by size 
to correspond to Caton’s classification. The in- 
come reduction in each of five size-groups was 
totaled to arrive at an estimate for all Dependent 
Ranches in the County. The estimated reduction 
is $399,578. With lower gross receipts, the firms 
in the Dependent Ranches sector could be ex- 
pected to curtail purchases of supplies from other 
firms in the County. As those businesses serving 
ranchers experience reduced sales, they in turn will 
reduce purchases from their suppliers. Because of 
this interdependence, the original reduction in the 
ranching sector is increased to $404,691 as firms 
in the County now buy less from the Dependent 
Ranches sector. 

The total expected loss in business receipts for 
the other 13 sectors in the County is $2 19,048. 
Thus, the reduction in the Dependent Ranches 
sector, plus this reduction in the other 13 sectors, 
brings the total reduction in business receipts to 
$623,739. Multiplying the business income mul- 
tiplier for the Dependent Ranches sector times the 
direct reduction in that sector (1.56 x $399,578) 
yields a total reduction in receipts of $623,342. 
This number is slightly smaller than the previous 
figure due to different computation procedures. 

The use of the business income multiplier gives 
no indication of the sectoral distribution of this 
reduction. The solution of the system using a 
computer consists of first finding the reduction in 
each sector, and then finding the sum of the sector 
changes. The results of the computer solution 
showing allocation of the reduction by sector are 
presented in Table 4. The greatest absolute loss, 
though not percentage loss, occurs in the Automo- 
tive sector. The Agricultural Services sector ex- 
periences the greatest proportionate loss in gross 
receipts--57’,. 

The reduction in business incomes in the County 
would not be the only ramification from changes 
in grazing use. As gross receipts of the Dependent 
Ranches sector decline, the income of households 
in that sector (the ranch family) could be expected 

21t is recognized that ranchers might undertake improve- 
ment of private lands if faced with a reduction in grazing 
and thus, gross receipts may not change in the long run. 
However, the concern here is to illustrate how grazing 
and logging uses influence a rural economy. The results 
are still relevant; an 11% reduction in receipts of the 
ranching sector, from whatever the cause, could be expected 
to precipitate the secondary effects detailed. 
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Table 4. Effects and distribution of changes in gross 
receipts of all County businesses resulting from changes 
in receipts of 2 sectors dependent upon federal lands, 
Grant County, 1964. 

Item No. 

Gross Expected Expected 
receipts decrease increase 

1964 (ranches) (lumber) 
(1) (2)” (Vb 

Dependent ranches 
Other agriculture 
Lumber 
Mining 
Lodging 
Cafes & taverns 
Agricultural services 
Automotive 
Communications & 

transportation 
Professional 
Financial 
Construction 
Product oriented 
Service oriented 

dollars 

(1) 3,721,243 
(2) 1,066,298 
(3) 13,886,670 
(4) 358,000 
(5) 415,600 
(6) 763,500 
(7) 384,000 
(8) 8,027,277 

(9) 1,088,453 2,625 7,770 
(10) 1,110,118 8,47 1 1,819 
(‘1) 922,83 1 12,705 8,271 
(12) 780,135 3,754 454 
(13) 11,812,485 23,949 88,948 
(14) 1,002,819 12,858 10,339 

404,691 
4,667 

4,844 
311 

1,514,612 

212 503 

21,705 5,196 
128,102 141,176 

Totals 45,339,429 623,739 1,784,243 

B Expected decrease in receipts by sector, caused by reduction 
in receipts of dependent ranches sector. 

bExpected increase in receipts by sector, caused by increase 
in receipts of lumber sector. 

to drop also. The household coefficient in Table 
2 indicates that portion of a dollar of gross receipts 
which is paid to households for labor and manage- 
ment services, dividends and interest, so a reduc- 
tion in gross receipts of $404,691 would be ex- 
pected to cause household incomes to fall $40,469 
(404,691 x .lO). When this is multiplied by the 
household income multiplier for the Dependent 
Ranches sector (1 JO), a total loss of $72,844 re- 
sults, $32,375 of which occurs in households out- 
side of the Dependent Ranches sector. 

Increase in Receipts of the Lumber Sector 

A similar procedure was followed to derive the 
economic impact from an increase in the gross 
receipts of the Lumber sector. The lumber in- 
dustry in Grant County, like ranching, is depen- 
dent upon federal lands as over 75% of the logs 
harvested in 1964 were from national forests. 
A 10% increase in receipts would amount to 
$1,388,667. This would cause an increase of 
$269,63 1 in the receipts of the other 13 sectors in 
the economy and a $125,945 increase in trade 
within the Lumber sector. The total increase for 
all County businesses (including the Lumber 
sector) would be $1,784,243. The distribution of 
this increase by sector is presented in Table 4. 

County household incomes would increase $1.17 

for every $1 .OO increase in household income in 
the Lumber sector. The 10% increase in receipts 
would cause a $456,013 increase in household in- 
comes in that sector, and a subsequent additional 
increase in household incomes in the other 13 
sectors of $77,408 bringing the total impact on 
household incomes in the County to $553,414. 

Discussion 

The primary significance of the above account 
lies not with the indicated results for Grant 
County but rather with the methodology. HOW- 
ever, the figures presented for Grant County are, 
with certain qualifications, reasonably indicative 
of the relationships in many other rural economies 
in the West. Since production of beef cattle in- 
volves approximately the same combination of 
inputs among somewhat similar regions, ranchers 
with federal grazing in much of the Intermountain 
area can be expected to purchase approximately 
the same proportion (i.e., per dollar of gross re- 
ceipts) of supplies from the Agricultural Services 
sector, the Automotive sector, and the other sectors, 
as do ranchers with federal grazing in Grant 
County. 

There are certain differences, however. The 
first is the relative importance of federal lands to 
the beef industry in the area. Another considera- 
tion is the relative importance of beef production 
in the total economic environment of the region. 
The lumber industry in Grant County is more 
important to the local economy than in most other 
regions of the Intermountain area so changes in 
receipts of this sector will be more significant than 
would be the case in general. In regions where 
range livestock production is the dominant activity, 
changes in the ranching sector would have a more 
pronounced effect on the local economy. A third 
consideration is the self-sufficiency of the economy 
in question. The economy studied here is not 
large geographically, nor is it a very developed one; 
rail transportation is non-existant and there are 
several large towns within easy driving distance. 
These and other factors have tended to inhibit the 
development of small manufacturing and proc- 
essing industries. As a result, a considerable amount 
of intercounty trade exists, termed “leakage.” If 
the economy under study covered a larger geo- 
graphic area, more of the necessary business pur- 
chases would likely be made within the economy. 
This would have the effect of increasing the pro- 
portion of gross receipts spent for supplies in the 
economy. With larger coefficients in Table 1, 
the resulting business income multipliers would 
be larger. Therefore, while the trade coefficients 
and income multipliers cannot be assumed exactly 
applicable to every county in the Intermountain 
region, they would seem to be a good first approxi- 
mation. 
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In conclusion, it should not be inferred from the 
two changes in land use investigated here that they 
necessarily represent the expected future trend in 
Grant County. The reduction in federal grazing 
was utilized because of available information on 
reductions in gross ranch incomes from such action. 
The increase in receipts in the Lumber sector was 
purely arbitrary; a reduction could also have been 
discussed. Recent research in northeastern Oregon 
indicates that improved timber management prac- 
tices are generally conducive to greater forage pro- 
duction. Thus increased timber harvests could 
occur simultaneously with increased carrying capac- 
ity for livestock (Hedrick et al., 1968). 

The model used here did not permit the isola- 
tion of recreation expenditures but it should be 
recognized that this is another use of federal 
lands which can be significant to the rural econ- 
omy. The expenditures of these users are usually 
well publicized while much less attention is paid 
to expenditures by ranchers, loggers, or mining 
interests. If administrators are made aware of the 
relative importance to the local economy of all 

uses of federal lands, policy decisions could be 
made in the light of more complete knowledge 
than is now the case. 
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Highlight 

Rumen-fistulated steers were employed to study the 
botanical composition of the diet on a desert grassland 
range. Botanical composition of the major plant species 
in the diet was determined on a qualitative and quantita- 
tive basis using a microscope point technique. The botani- 
cal composition of the diet changed greatly with time of 
year and was considerably different quantitatively com- 
pared to the available forage. Crude protein content of 
the rumen samples was considerably greater than the 
protein content of the whole hand-clipped major plant 
species identified in the rumen samples. 
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Composition Botanica de la Dieta de Novillos 

Pastoreando en un Pastizal Desertico de 

Gramineas 

Resumen2 

Para estudiar la composici6n botinica de la dieta en un 
pastizal desPrtico de gramineas en Arizona, se emplearon 
novillos con fistula ruminal. La composici6n botinica de 
la dieta de 10s novillos vari6 cualitativa y cuantitativamente 
dentro de 10s cuatro meses de1 period0 de colecci6n. La 
dieta con el tiempo no solo varii> grandemente en la 
cantidad de ciertas especies de zacates y a fines de otoiio y 
principios de invierno ciertos arbustos y cactus llegaron a 
ser parte de la dieta. La composicii>n de las especies de las 
muestras de1 rumen difirieron marcadamente en forma 
cuantitativa al compararse con el forraje disponible. 

Los novillos fueron muy selectivos no solamente en la 
elecci6n de las especies de plantas disponibles sino tambibn 
en la parte de la planta que ellos pastoreaban. El contenido 
de proteina cruda de las muestras de1 rumen fue marca- 
damente mas grande que el contenido de proteina cruda 
estimado basado en un promedio de peso de1 porciento 
de composici6n de las especies de plantas predominantes 
en la dieta y 10s valores de proteina para las especies 
cortadas a mano. El contenido mayor de proteina en las 
muestras de1 rumen parece ser debido a la selectividad de 
10s animales a partes especificas de la planta. 

Estos resultados reflejan la dificultad en estimar el 
contenido de proteina cruda la dieta de novillos pastoreando 
por medio de muestras de plantas cortadas a mano. En 

2Por Ing. Edmund0 L. Aguirre, Dep. de Zootecnia, ITESM, 
Monterrey, N. L., Mexico. 


